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Abstract 
 
One thing is still sure. A large number of the polymers used in the cable industry burn and 
need to be modified in order to meet specifications in sensitive locations. Another thing is 
that the cables themselves, whether active or unused (but not removed) are the medium by 
which fires can propagate. So flame retardant formulations and flame retardant compounding 
remain topical and active subjects for research. 
 
Using a newly developed aluminium trihydrate filler, the properties have been tested and 
evaluated in the latest MX continuous compounding equipment from Buss. The goal; to 
achieve an optimum and cost effective production route in a typical but more highly 
performing formulation. 
 
 

Introduction 
Work on flame retardancy in plastics began back in the nineteenth century when the first 
commericalised polymers, such as cellulose nitrate, proved to be more than highly 
flammable. Over the intervening years an industry in itself has emerged providing and 
developing flame retardant additives and fillers for a variety of polymers. 
 
Flame retardants are incorporated in polymers to achieve a designed resistance or 
retardancy in a fire situation. These flame retardants suppress combustion by acting through 
the vapour phase and the condensed phase using chemical and /or physical mechanisms.  
A number of routes are available each depending on a different chemistry and a mode of 
action. They are summarised in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Flame retardant categories and mode of action 
 

Category Major mode of action 

Halogens  
 Including halogen / 
 antimony synergies 

Radical scavenger 

Metal hydroxides 
 

Quenching 

N containing 
P containing 
(polyphosphates) 
Elemental P 

Intumescent 
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However, we have seen that there exists a competing performance matrix, Fig. 1 that makes 
the life of the development chemist extremely challenging. By adding high levels of filler to 
the polymer most of the other desired features, mechanical, physical and electrical properties 
of the compound will suffer. Lubricants, extrusion aids, processing aids are a whole host of 
other additives that might be added in order to entice an otherwise stiff and viscous material 
into acceptable extrusion. Finally the compound could be thermoplastic or crosslinkable 
according to application and specification. It requires more than just formulating skills in order 
to successfully and reliably balance these competing parameters. 
 
Fig. 1. Competing performance matrix in wire and cable flame retardant development 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An additional parameter that will be studied here is the energy requirements for the 
compounder. The specific energy requirements to compound a given formulation are an 
often overlooked parameter that can have a significant bearing in the cost effective running 
of a compounding operation. 
 

Experimental 
The formulation chosen for study is a nonhalogen, aluminium trihydrate based composition 
described in Table 2  
 
Table 2. Formulation 
 

Ingredients Formulation 
in phr 

Polymer 1 (LLDPE) 25 
Polymer 2 (EVA) 75 
Filler (ATH)* 160 
Coupling agent 1.6 
Additive 0.5 

 
* Two series of formulations were run using respectively 3-5 m2/g and 6-8 m2/g specific 

surface area ATH corresponding to the grades Martinal OL-104 LEO and Martinal OL-107 
LEO from Albemarle Corporation. 
 
 
These grades are available on the market, described with better compounding performance 
and lower compound viscosity. 
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The compounding work was conducted on the MX Buss kneader type MX 58-15F 110-6. 
This corresponds to a kneader diameter 58mm, length 15l/d in conjunction with a 110mm 
diameter discharge screw of length 6l/d. The machine set up is shown in Fig 2. 
 
Fig 2. Flow sheet of compounding line 
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The Buss Kneader is a reciprocating single-screw machine where the screw simultaneously 
executes an axial oscillating motion with every rotation. The combination of rotation and axial 
motion of the screw produces extensional flow with highly dispersive mixing action between 
the kneading flights and kneading teeth. The latest and newest development features four 
flight screw elements in conjunction with 4 rows of pins which provide enhanced mixing and 
higher outputs on equivalent size machines. 
In order to properly introduce and disperse such high filler levels the Buss machine is able to 
use a split feed technique. A proportion of the filler is added with the polymer and the 
remaining portion downstream. 
 

Results and Discussion 
The data was analysed in terms of product quality and extrusion parameters. The 
presentation will show that mechanical properties were consistent and reproducible with 

higher tensile strengths measured on the smaller particle size Martinal OL-107 LEO 

compared to the Martinal OL-104 LEO. 
Flame retardancy of the samples was measured using the cone calorimeter at 35 kW/m2 
providing heat release rate, smoke production and carbon oxide gas release. 
 
Product quality was assessed via density, melt flow rate and degree of dispersion from 
extruded tapes and films. Specific energy data will be compared for the MX and the MKS 
technology and likewise torque and compounding stability between standard OL-104 LE and 
OL-107 LE and the LEO grades. 
 
The following running data show an example of the standard grade OL-107 LE versus the 
new grade OL-107 LEO.  
The datas were measured by running a similar HFFR formulation on the MKS 70 kneader 
system. It is clearly to see, that the kneader has much more stable torque consumption by 
running with OL-107 LEO than with the standard OL-107 LE grade.  
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Fig 3. Running data for MKS 70 – 3 flight technology 
 
  

 

Martinal OL-107 LE Martinal OL-107 LEO 
 
Blue:  Torque / Current [Amps]   Brown:  Power [kW] Green:  Speed [rpm] 

 
 
Figure 4 shows the advantage of the new 4 flight co-kneader system in comparison to the 
well known 3 flight kneader. 
The thoroughly designed kneader geometry results in a lower temperature gradient by 
increasing the output rates and better dispersion of the compound.  
Also the required specific energy could be reduced by about 15%.  
 
 
Figure 4: Comparison of the MKS (3 flight kneader) with the MX (4 flight kneader)  
 

 
 
 
Figure 5 shows the running conditions of the MX 58 kneader compounding the HFFR 
formulation. The running parameters (screw speed, output rate, etc. (sample 18-33)) have 
influence on the process stability.  

In general, the Martinal OL-107 LEO could be run with comparable stable runs as with 

Martinal OL-104 LEO, allthough the specific surface of the Martinal OL-107 LEO is much 
higher.  
With both types of ATH the same output rates were run at the same process conditions. Only 

with the highest output rate with Martinal OL-107 LEO the kneader was running at feed limit 
and no sample could be evaluated. 
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26 27 30 31 29 28 32 

 
Fig 5. Running data for MX 58 – 4 flight technology 
 

 

 

Martinal OL-104 LEO Martinal OL-107 LEO 
 
Blue:  Torque [%] ]Red: Current [A] Brown:  Power [kW] Purple:  Speed [rpm] 
 
Corresponding trial samples 

OL-104 LEO 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

OL-107 LEO 26 27 28 30 32  31 29 

 
Sample 23: There is no corresponding sample, because with the Martinal OL-107 LEO the highest output rate 
could not run stable. 
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